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S32G Linux Boot Time Optimization 
by John Li (nxa08200) 

 

As a gateway product chip, customers will 
want to optimize the Linux startup time as much 
as possible. This doc explains how to optimize 
the Linux startup time on the S32G RDB2. The 
BSP version used in the test is BSP28.  

For the construction of the compilation 
environment, please refer to the Linux user guide 
of BSP and <<S32G_Uboot_*", 
"S32G_Kernal_*>>(Owner: John.Li, Chinese 
Version).  

This doc only provides some ideas and 
specific optimization techniques, which require 
customers to choose and implement flexibly 
according to their own goals. 
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1 Default BSP28 Linux Kernel Boot Time Analysis and 
Direction of Optmization 
Use the stopwatch to test the startup time of S32G RDB2+BSP28. The test method is as follows:  

 uboot uses a stopwatch to test multiple times to get the average value.  

 The kernel looks at the timestamp.  

 From pressing reset key to restart, to printing shell prompts.  

 Based on eMMC test (start the test with sdcard first, and then copy the entire *.sdcard image to 
eMMC for test).  

 The final test is from printing u-boot... to booting to the shell prompt, you can record the video, and 
then calculate the correct boot time through the video 
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794K 2.1  Reduce the size of Uboot, 
which can reduce the time 
for Rom code or Platform 
bootloader to load Uboot  

 Removing debug printing 
can save time 

 Reducing the size of the Uboot 
image will reduce the functions 
of Uboot.  

 Removing the debug print will 
make it difficult to debug, so it 
is recommended to execute this 
method in mass production 

Uboot 

Copy 
Image  

 4  Use the “mmc read” Uboot 
command to read the 
kernel+dtb at one time. 

 Removing Uboot's FAT file 
system support will reduce 
flexibility 

Uboot boot time Uboot copy kernal Kernal boot time Rootfs boot time 

Press reset key 

2.1S 

Print：Hit any key to stop 
autoboot 

3S：Input Waiting 

1S:  Copy Kernel 

Print：Starting kernel 
stop autoboot 

Print：Run /sbin/init  

Print：s32g274ardb2 login: 

4S：ealycon 

4.4S: kernel 

5.35S 



 

 

Compared with the previous 
method of reading through 
the FAT file system, the time 
related to the file system can 
be saved, and the Uboot file 
system can also be removed. 

Kernal 

 

10.342M 8.4  Reducing the size of the 
Kernel can reduce the time it 
takes for Uboot to load the 
Kernel.  

 Removing debug printing 
can save a lot of startup time. 

 The eMMC driver is loaded 
in advance to forward the 
file system loading time 

 Reducing the size of the Kernel 
image will reduce the functions 
of the Kernel, especially the 
debugging function.  

  Removing the debug print will 
make it difficult to debug, so it 
is recommended to execute this 
methed in mass production 

Rootfs 11.442M 

（zip 
package） 

5.35  Reducing the size of Rootfs 

 Test SystemD/SystemV to 
check which initial method 
is faster 

 Reducing the size of the rootfs 
will reduce the functions of the 
system. 

2 UBoot’s Optimization 
The optimization direction of Uboot includes reducing the size of Uboot, reducing functions, 

removing debugging information, and using the MMC read method to read the kernel and DTB 

2.1 Decrease Uboot’s DTS size 

The DTS inclusion relationship in Uboot is: fsl-s32g274ardb2.dts> fsl-s32g274ardb.dtsi> 
fsl-s32g274a.dtsi fsl-s32-gen1.dtsi. In Uboot, only the debugging serial port and the usdhc interface 
peripheral driver for startup are considered. Remove other peripheral drivers, then: 

 1. fsl-s32g274ardb2.dts: delete all, it is empty.  

2. fsl-s32g274ardb.dtsi: only keep memory, usdhc0 and its pinctrl.  

3. fsl-s32g274a.dtsi: only keep boot_key, iomux(siul2), clk, accelpll, and usdhc0.  

4. fsl-s32-gen1.dtsi: only reserved-memory, fxosc, firc, sirc, ftm0_ext, ftm1_ext, firmware, clks, 
uart0, usdhc0, gic.  

Compile the new DTB size generated by the original: 

ll fsl-s32g274ardb2.dtb 

-rw-rw-r-- 1 nxa08200 nxa08200 17343 Mar 17 12:57 fsl-s32g274ardb2.dtb 



 

 
 

Change to:  

ll arch/arm/dts/fsl-s32g274ardb2.dtb 

-rw-rw-r-- 1 nxa08200 nxa08200 6523 Apr 12 12:16 arch/arm/dts/fsl-s32g274ardb2.dtb 

2.2 Decrease Uboot Image Size 

export ARCH=arm64 

export 
CROSS_COMPILE=/opt/samba/nxa08200/s32g/sdk/sysroots/x86_64-fslbsp-linux/usr/bin/aarch64-fsl-linux/aarch64-fs
l-linux- 

make s32g274ardb2_defconfig 

make menuconfig 

source /opt/samba/nxa08200/s32g/sdk/environment-setup-aarch64-fsl-linux 

make 

The general principle is to remove unnecessary drivers, commands and other information, refer to 
u-boot/.config for details: Combined with the drivers removed from DTS, the final compiled u-boot.s32 
(including DTB) is reduced from the original 793559B to: 

-rw-rw-r--   1 nxa08200 nxa08200  513107 Apr 12 12:18 u-boot.s32 

2.3 Remove the Waiting for 3S to Input 

Edit the uboot parametes as follows: 

=> pri 

bootdelay=3 

=> setenv bootdelay '0' 

=> env save 

Saving Environment to MMC... Writing to MMC(0)... OK 

 

2.4 Uboot Parameters modification to Support mini-Kernel 

 Bootcmd simplification: 

In BSP28: 

bootcmd=pfeng stop; silent; mmc dev 0; if mmc rescan; then if run loadimage; then run mmcboot; else run netboot; 
fi; else run netboot; fi 

loadimage=fatload mmc ${mmcdev}:${mmcpart} ${loadaddr} ${image} 

mmcboot=echo Booting from mmc ...; run mmcargs; run loadimage; if run loadfdt; then ${boot_mtd} ${loadaddr} 
- ${fdt_addr}; else echo WARN: Cannot load the DT; fi; 



 

 

mmcargs=setenv bootargs console=${console},${baudrate}  root=${mmcroot} earlycon  nohz=off 
coherent_pool=64M 

loadfdt=fatload mmc ${mmcdev}:${mmcpart} ${fdt_addr} ${fdt_file}; 

boot_mtd=booti 

So actually the kernel is read twice, once called in “if run loadimage” and another in “run 
mmcboot”, repeated. So in the end it can be simplified to: 

=> setenv bootcmd 'run mmcboot' 

=> env save 

Saving Environment to MMC... Writing to MMC(0)... OK 

Removed scanning mmc: mmc rescan and another read kernel time. 

 Set the root file system type: 

=> setenv mmcroot '/dev/mmcblk0p2 rootwait rootfstype=ext3 rw' 

=> env sav 

 Remove earlycon: 

=> setenv bootargs 'console=ttyLF0,115200 root=/dev/ram rw' 

=> env save 

=> setenv mmcargs 'setenv bootargs console=${console},${baudrate}  root=${mmcroot} nohz=off coherent_pool=64M' 

=> env save 

2.5 Turn off the Serial Debugging Information 

make menuconfig 

   Console[*] Support a silent console 

2.6 Use mmc read Uboot Command to read Kernel+DTB at One Time 

 (try in future version). 

3 Kernal’s Optimization 
The optimization direction of Kernal includes reducing the size of Kernal, reducing functions, and 

removing debugging information. Currently, only external drivers such as Uart, pfe and eMMC are 
considered for debugging. Since the kernel startup process has the function of timestamp, you can 
intuitively view the main time consumption of startup and the effect after optimization. 



 

 
 

3.1 Remove the Useless Driver and Codes in 

The DTS inclusion relationship in kernel is: fsl-s32g274a-rdb2.dts> fsl-s32g274a-rdb.dtsi> 
fsl-s32g274a.dtsi fsl-s32-gen1.dtsi. In the test kernel, only the serial port for debugging, pfe and Usdhc i 
driver are considered. and the chip's own internal driver, remove other peripheral drivers, then: 

 1. fsl-s32g274ardb2.dts: Remove gmac0, i2c0, spi5 and llce_can drivers.  

2. fsl-s32g274ardb.dtsi: remove usb, i2c, flexcan, spi, qspi, pci, pwm llce_can driver and iomux. 

 3. fsl-s32g274a.dtsi: remove usb, llce, qspi drivers and iomux.  

4. fsl-s32-gen1.dtsi: Remove the reserved-memory, adc, flexcan of PCIe, chip layer descriptions of 
other uart, spi, qspi, i2c, gmac0, pcie, pwm except debug uart. 

Compile the new DTB size generated by the original: 

ll arch/arm64/boot/dts/freescale/fsl-s32g274a-rdb2.dtb 

-rw-rw-r-- 1 nxa08200 nxa08200 34811 Mar 17 13:59 arch/arm64/boot/dts/freescale/fsl-s32g274a-rdb2.dtb 

Change to: 

ll arch/arm64/boot/dts/freescale/fsl-s32g274a-rdb2.dtb 

-rw-rw-r-- 1 nxa08200 nxa08200 15850 Apr 12 15:11 arch/arm64/boot/dts/freescale/fsl-s32g274a-rdb2.dtb 

3.2 Remove the Useless Platform Driver and Related Codes 

make menuconfig: 

   Device Drivers 

Remove all unused drivers. This test project only retains the internal driver of the chip and the 
uSHDC driver, UART for debugging. The removed drivers include PCI, MTD, NVME, SCSI, 
Ethernet/PHY Driver, only FSL, SSD, Keyboards, TTY, /dev/mem, I2C, SPI, HID, USB, Industrail I/O, 
PWM remain.Block dvices, Userspace I/O, virtio drivers,extcon,nvmem,Virtual terminal,ARM AMBA 
serial port 

The size of the new Image generated by the compilation is changed from the original: 

ll arch/arm64/boot/Image 

-rwxrwxr-x 1 nxa08200 nxa08200 10342408 Mar 17 14:01 arch/arm64/boot/Image* 

To: 

ll arch/arm64/boot/Image 

-rwxrwxr-x 1 nxa08200 nxa08200 8198152 Apr 12 15:16 arch/arm64/boot/Image* 

The kernel boot time becomes: 

[    2.233262] 000: random: fast init done 

The remaining drivers are: 

root@s32g274ardb2:/dev# ls 

autofs  console          fccu  fuse       hwrng    log        mmcblk0p2  pts     rtc0    stdin   tty0     zero 



 

 

block   cpu_dma_latency  fd    gpiochip0  initctl  mmcblk0    mtab       random  shm     stdout  ttyLF0 

char    disk             full  gpiochip1  kmsg     mmcblk0p1  null       rtc     stderr  tty     urandom 

3.3 Remove the Unnecessary Functions of Kernel to Decrease its Size 

 Filesystem only keep:ext3/4，vfat，sysfs，/proc, tmpfs 

 Kernel hacking: Remove everything that can be removed from the function 

 Networking support:Remove can, wireless 

 Power management Options:Remove debug 

 General Setupconfigure standard kernel feature(expert users)Remove 

[]   Load all symbols for debugging/ksymoops 

For details, please refer to the kernel .config file: 

The kernel size is further reduced to: 

ll arch/arm64/boot/Image 

-rwxrwxr-x 1 nxa08200 nxa08200 6746120 Apr 12 15:46 arch/arm64/boot/Image* 

The time for Uboot to read kernel is reduced from: 

6746120 bytes read in 313 ms (20.6 MiB/s) 

to: 

15850 bytes read in 14 ms (1.1 MiB/s) 

The kernel boot time becomes: 

[    1.821612] 003: Run /sbin/init as init process 

3.4 Remove Initramfs Support 

Make menuconfig 

  General Setup  

   [ ] Initial RAM filesystem and RAM disk (initramfs/initrd) support 

The kernel boot time becomes: 

[    0.379503] 003: Run /sbin/init as init process 

3.5 Shut Down the Debug Message 

Do not test it in this project for debug purpose. 



 

 
 

3.6 Forward the eMMC Driver loading time 

(Test in future version). 

3.7 Package together the Kernal Image+DTB 

(Test in future version). 

4 Rootfs’ Optmization 
The optimization direction of the rootfs+ application includes reducing the size of the rootfs 

(reducing the rootfs can reduce the size of the rootfs partition, and always reduce the initialization time of 
the ext3/4 file system), and reduce the function. The default BSP is to use udev to load the driver, you can 
replace it with mdev or devfs, or create a device node manually. 

4.1 mdev test 

The following shows how to create a small rootfs with “buildroot”. 

   git clone https://github.com/buildroot/buildroot  //Dowload buildroot 

   cd buildroot 

git tag|grep 2021 

… 

2021.02.1 

 git checkout 2021.02.1  //checkout to last version 

git status 

HEAD detached at 2021.02.1 

      make menuconfig  //Config buildroot 

 Target options-> 

Target Architecture (AArch64 (little endian))  --->    //CPU choose to ARM64 little endiran 

Target Binary Format (ELF)  ---> 

Target Architecture Variant (cortex-A53)  --->  //Default choosed A53 

Floating point strategy (FP-ARMv8)  ---> 

 Build optionsuse default settings 

 Toolchain   // Set the external toolchain, can use the S32G yocto SDK toolchain, we use the linaro toolchain in this 
project 

Toolchain type (External toolchain)  --->   

Toolchain (Linaro AArch64 2018.05)  ---> 

 System configuration 



 

 

(s32grdb2) System hostname// modify the promote name 

/dev management (Dynamic using devtmpfs + mdev)  ---> // use mdev 

[*] Run a getty (login prompt) after boot (NEW)  ---> 

|->(ttyLF0) TTY port  //Modify the console name 

 Target packages //Here it is selected according to actual use case. The following is the relevant application for 
considering a gateway product selection. By default, busybox supports 

Libraries  ---> 

|-> [*] libmcrypt 

|-> [*] openssl support 

Networking applications  ---> 

|->[*] dhcpcd 

|->[*] iptables 

 Filesystem images  --->   //Choose rootfs format to ext3 

[*] ext2/3/4 root filesystem 

|->ext2/3/4 variant (ext3)  ---> 

cp .config configs/freescale_s32grdb2_defconfig  //save configruation 

      make   // make out the buildroot rootfs 

The rootfs output after compilation to the folder: 

    /buildroot/buildroot/output/target$  

Size it: 

du -h 

… 

11M     . 

       Rootfs image in: 

   ls 

rootfs.ext2  rootfs.ext3  rootfs.tar 

~buildroot/buildroot/output/images$ ll 

total 27796 

drwxr-xr-x 2 nxa08200 nxa08200     4096 Apr 13 17:18 ./ 

drwxrwxr-x 6 nxa08200 nxa08200     4096 Apr 13 17:18 ../ 

-rw-r--r-- 1 nxa08200 nxa08200 62914560 Apr 13 17:18 rootfs.ext2 

lrwxrwxrwx 1 nxa08200 nxa08200       11 Apr 13 17:18 rootfs.ext3 -> rootfs.ext2 

-rw-r--r-- 1 nxa08200 nxa08200 11407360 Apr 13 17:18 rootfs.tar 

If using sdcard to boot, replace the native rootfs with the following method: 



 

 
 

1. Re-partition the sdcard. At present, Image+dtb is only 6.59M, so it is enough to allocate a 10M VFAT 
partition, while the rootfs is only 11M, allocate a 16M ext3 partition, find a blank sdcard, or in 
windows Delete all partitions. 

sudo fdisk /dev/sdc 

       command(m for help) 

      d [repeat this until no partition is reported by the 'p' command] 
n [create a new partition] 
p [create a primary partition] 
1 [the first partition] 
8192 [create a partition that starts at offset 8192; this leaves 4MB of unpartitioned space for the bootloader] 
+10M [size of the actual partition = 10 MB] 
p [list the parameters of the previously created partition, look at the number of the End 
sector: 28671] 
n [create a new partition] 
p [create a primary partition] 
2 [the second partition] 
28672 [Start sector of the new partition; partition will be adjacent to the previous 
one] 
+32M 

p 

… 

/dev/sdc1        8192 28671   20480  10M 83 Linux 

/dev/sdc2       28672 61439   32768  16M 83 Linux 

Command (m for help): t 

Partition number (1,2, default 2): 1 

Partition type (type L to list all types): L 

 0  Empty           24  NEC DOS         81  Minix / old Lin bf  Solaris         

 1  FAT12           27  Hidden NTFS Win 82  Linux swap / So c1  DRDOS/sec (FAT- 

 2  XENIX root      39  Plan 9          83  Linux           c4  DRDOS/sec (FAT- 

 3  XENIX usr       3c  PartitionMagic  84  OS/2 hidden or  c6  DRDOS/sec (FAT- 

 4  FAT16 <32M      40  Venix 80286     85  Linux extended  c7  Syrinx          

 5  Extended        41  PPC PReP Boot   86  NTFS volume set da  Non-FS data     

 6  FAT16           42  SFS             87  NTFS volume set db  CP/M / CTOS / . 

 7  HPFS/NTFS/exFAT 4d  QNX4.x          88  Linux plaintext de  Dell Utility    

 8  AIX             4e  QNX4.x 2nd part 8e  Linux LVM       df  BootIt          

 9  AIX bootable    4f  QNX4.x 3rd part 93  Amoeba          e1  DOS access      

 a  OS/2 Boot Manag 50  OnTrack DM      94  Amoeba BBT      e3  DOS R/O         

 b  W95 FAT32       51  OnTrack DM6 Aux 9f  BSD/OS          e4  SpeedStor       

 c  W95 FAT32 (LBA) 52  CP/M            a0  IBM Thinkpad hi ea  Rufus alignment 

 e  W95 FAT16 (LBA) 53  OnTrack DM6 Aux a5  FreeBSD         eb  BeOS fs         



 

 

 f  W95 Ext'd (LBA) 54  OnTrackDM6      a6  OpenBSD         ee  GPT             

10  OPUS            55  EZ-Drive        a7  NeXTSTEP        ef  EFI (FAT-12/16/ 

11  Hidden FAT12    56  Golden Bow      a8  Darwin UFS      f0  Linux/PA-RISC b 

12  Compaq diagnost 5c  Priam Edisk     a9  NetBSD          f1  SpeedStor       

14  Hidden FAT16 <3 61  SpeedStor       ab  Darwin boot     f4  SpeedStor       

16  Hidden FAT16    63  GNU HURD or Sys af  HFS / HFS+      f2  DOS secondary   

17  Hidden HPFS/NTF 64  Novell Netware  b7  BSDI fs         fb  VMware VMFS     

18  AST SmartSleep  65  Novell Netware  b8  BSDI swap       fc  VMware VMKCORE  

1b  Hidden W95 FAT3 70  DiskSecure Mult bb  Boot Wizard hid fd  Linux raid auto 

1c  Hidden W95 FAT3 75  PC/IX           bc  Acronis FAT32 L fe  LANstep         

1e  Hidden W95 FAT1 80  Old Minix       be  Solaris boot    ff  BBT             

Partition type (type L to list all types):c 

 

Command (m for help): t 

Partition number (1,2, default 2):  

Partition type (type L to list all types): 83 

Changed type of partition 'Linux' to 'Linux'. 

w [ this writes the partition table to the medium and fdisk exits] 

 

vmuser@ubuntu:~$mount 

vmuser@ubuntu:~$umount /media/vmuser/rootfs/ 

vmuser@ubuntu:~$ umount /media/vmuser/boot_s32g27 

vmuser@ubuntu:~$ sudo mkfs.vfat -n boot /dev/sdc1 

mkfs.fat 3.0.28 (2015-05-16) 

mkfs.fat: warning - lowercase labels might not work properly with DOS or Windows 

mkfs.vfat: /dev/sdc1 contains a mounted filesystem. 

vmuser@ubuntu:~$ sudo mkfs.ext3 -L rootfs /dev/sdc2 

mke2fs 1.42.13 (17-May-2015) 

Creating filesystem with 16384 1k blocks and 4096 inodes 

Filesystem UUID: 9581d8d3-3ffd-424d-b08a-f6527b87a0ba 

Superblock backups stored on blocks:  

 8193 

 

Allocating group tables: done                             



 

 
 

Writing inode tables: done                             

Creating journal (1024 blocks): done 

Writing superblocks and filesystem accounting information: done 

 

2. Re-mount the TFcard to Windows, and copy the Image and dtb to the vfat partition of boot. 

3. Re-mount the TFcard to ubuntu, and use the following command to decompress the rootfs.tar 
exported by buildroot to the ext3 partition of rootfs. 

sudo tar -xvf rootfs.tar -C /media/vmuser/rootfs/ 

sync 

The original startup time of rootfs+udev is: 

    0.484064] 001: Run /sbin/init as init process 

version 2.97 booting 

Starting udev 

[    1.364359] 003: udevd[86]: starting version 3.2.9 

…  

[    2.635913] 003: random: crng init done 

Auto Linux BSP 1.0 s32g274ardb2 ttyLF0 

s32g274ardb2 login: 

The boot time of rootfs+mdev using buildroot is: 

[    0.926591] 001: EXT4-fs (mmcblk0p2): re-mounted. Opts: (null) 

mount: mounting devpts on /dev/pts failed: No such device 

… 

Welcome to Buildroot 

s32grdb2 login: 

       

4.2 Udev removed test(Do not Test) 

S32G Linux BSP enables devtempfs by default, which is a temporary file system, which is 

filled with device files by the kernel and mounted on /dev. And udev is a daemon, which monitors 

the kernel's uevents and compares the attributes of these uevents with certain Some predefined 

rules are matched to perform device initialization, make useful symlinks, etc... The current Linux 

implementation of /dev is devtempfs+udev. udev is not necessary (many, if you don't have a 



 

 

device that needs special handling from userspace and No need for symlinks, then you don't 

technically need udev). 

As the follow method to remove udevd in SystemD: 

vi /etc/rcS.d/S04udev  

#/sbin/udevd -d  

5 Final Overall Startup Time Comparison  
Record the serial port log windows at startup, then open the video clips  on PC with Potplayer 

software, play it in the main menu->play->AB section, set the starting point to print: U-Boot 2020.04-dirty 
(Apr 12 2021 - 12:40: 03 +0800) this frame, set the end point as: print s32grdb2 login: this frame. Then 
enter the "Edit AB section loop" window, you can see the precise delay of the AB section. 

 Default BSP28 demo image boot time: 13.4S。 

 

 After the optimization, the startup time of using sdcard + reserved printing: 2.73S. 



 

 
 

 

 After the optimization finished, use eMMC+ to preserve the printing startup time: 

BSP28 supports emmc HS400 mode but need hardware rework, So we do not test it. (Add in the 
future version). 

6 Hardware Factors in System Optimization 

Because this doc only focuses on the optimization on the software side, and in fact the system boot 
time is also related to the hardware design, the more obvious method includes setting the boot device to 
high-speed mode, for example:  

 If it is started on QSPI-NOR, configure the configuration header file of QSPI-NOR to 200Mhz DDR 
mode. Note that the following Boot mode configurations do not affect the boot mode: 



 

 

 

That is, setting the Boot CFG to Octal/Quad has the same effect, which uses the configuration header 
parameters to initialize the QSPI NOR.  

 The Boot CFG settings of eMMC are as follows: Boot RCON configuration, fuse Map is defined as 
follows: 

BOOT_CFG[23] BOOT_CFG[22] BOOT_CFG[21 BOOT_CFG[20] BOOT_CFG[19] 

TDH : Time Hold Delay 
00: Data aligned at PosEdge 

of Internal reference clock 
01: Data aligned with 2X 

serial flash  

    

CKN 
0 : Diffrential 

Clock not 
required 

1: Diffrential 
Clock required 

    

  

  

SD Speed 
0 - Default 

Speed 
1 - High 
Speed 

  

MMC Boot Modes 
0000- 1-bit Normal Speed 
0001 - 4-bit Normal Speed  
0010 - 8-bit Normal Speed 
0011- 1-bit HIGH Speed 
0100 - 4-bit HIGH Speed  
0101 - 8-bit HIGH Speed 

0110 - 4-bit DDR HIGH Speed 
0111 - 8-bit DDR HIGHl Speed 

     



 

 
 

Therefore, the default Boot_cfg[22~19] corresponding to SW6[7~4] default=0b0000, such a 1bit 
Normal Speed mode can be modified to SW6_7=off, SW6_654=on at most. Set to 8bit DDR High Speed 
mode.  

 Support eMMC HS400 mode After meeting eMMC HS400 mode, you need to modify the IO level of 
S32G and eMMC to 1.8V, check the matching string resistance on SD_CLK, enable HS400 mode in 
Uboot&Kernel in software, and check the IOPAD of the driving ability of the relevant pins 
configuration. Details please check doc << S32G_Uboot_BSP*_V*>>,<< 
S32G_Kernel_BSP*_V*>>(Owner: JohnLi, Uboot and Kernel BSP customization doc, Chinese 
Version). 


